Klimakette
Clima Festival 02.06.2012 Düsseldorf – Germany

The initiative Klimakette believes in positive people who are willing to do
what is in their means to have a share in the protection of our environment.
Everybody can do his bit to improve the ecological and social climate and, by doing
something positive, produce chain reactions that contribute to the protection of the
environment and international understanding.
In order to bring together like-minded and interested people, on 2 June 2012
a climate festival with visionary musicians and artists will take place in the
“Rheinterrassen Düsseldorf” (event location on the banks of the river Rhine)
where the participants will form a human chain, amongst other things.
This human chain stands symbolically for the common grounds and will set
the stage for a better climate (in all respects).
For each participant in the human chain, one apple tree will be planted for the
organization “Menschen für Menschen” (as part of the Ethiopia aid project initiated
by Karlheinz Böhm) and will wear the participant’s name.
These crop trees will provide food, give shadow and therefore preserve life and
create new life.
Before the climate festival gives way to a concert with different top acts, the guests
will be entertained by different presenters and accompanying events.
The Klimakette is also a platform for other initiatives that can present their activities.
The children and carers of the day-care centre “Das Kind e.V.” will show the paintings
that the children have made together with their parents on the topic of “Nature & climate”
and demonstrate how this made them more sensible about environment.
The human chain unites people who stand for a new thinking. We also welcome
companies and organizations that make a contribution to the well-being of our
environment and a good togetherness with their innovations, solutions and
commitment.
“If we wanted, the Sahara could bloom...”
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